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PRODUCT SPEC SHEET

VNGB-G17/22 NON-GUN BLUE

PRODUCT:

DESCRIPTION:

SPECIFICATIONS:

FEATURES:

Product #: VNGB-G17/22 Length: 8.0 in

Color(s): Blue Height: 5.5 in

Operate/storage 
temperature:

14°F to 104°F (-10°C 
to 40°C)

Operating relative 
humidity:

85% non-condens-
ingThe laser-based Non-Gun Blue replica Glock 17/22 is a train-

ing device solution for lethal force options on VirTra simu-
lators. Non-Gun Blue is shot tested at an industry-leading 
FIVE times the durability than most on the market with over 
25,000 shots tested. The weighted durable magazine is 
drop tested at six feet, making loading and reloading even 
more reliable during training exercises. With a 7.5-pound 
pressure trigger pull, ease of use of the Non-Gun Blue rep-
licates a standard Glock 17/22, eliminating trigger jams over 
extended shot capabilities. Fully functional with use in low 
light situations, the VirTra Non-Gun Blue is in full compliance 
with federal firearms agreements and regulations.

1. Replicates shape and weight of real Glock 17/22
2. Ambidextrous usability
3. Shot tested at 25,000 shots
4. Blue color differentiates training weapon from real 

weapons
5. Latching mechanism for physical fidelity
6. Approx. 7.5-pound pressure trigger pull
7. High-strength ABS and steel body for superior tough-

ness- drop tested at 6 feet
8. Class 1A (<0.850 mw) laser safe under all conditions of 

normal use
9. One-year from date of purchase service agreement- ad-

ditional available

1. Replicating the shape and weight allows for a perfect fit into 
holster with latching mechanism for true-to-life training ex-
perience

2. Industry-leading shot testing durability, FIVE times more 
than competitors with over 25,000 shots tested

3. Weighted durable magazine has been drop-tested at six 
feet, maximizing efficiency for proper loading and reloading

4. Blue color mitigates real weapons being brought into the 
training environment

5. Works as an exercise for dry sight practice
6. Ambidextrous usability for left- and right-handed users, in-

creasing training efficiency

VirTra NON-GUN BLUE

7. The trigger breaks at under 7.5 pounds to simulate the trigger press 
on a wide range of firearms available to law enforcement

8. The gun drill is SME approved and tested, matching standard Glock 
measurements and performance

9. The Class 1A (<0.850 mw) laser is fully functional with use in low-
light situations, specifically with the low-light features in VirTra sim-
ulators

10. Compatible with VirTra Rail Mount Training Flashlight
11. Compliant with federal firearms agreements and regulations
12. Compliant with FFL agreement as non-gun
13. Complete capability with all VirTra suites: V-Author, V-Sims, V-Marks-

manship, V-Ballistics

5.5 in

8.0 in

NON-GUN BLUE REPLICA GLOCK 17/22

Frame: ABS Trigger, magazine, 
sights:

Delrin

Battery Cover: Steel Weight with maga-
zine installed:

21 Ounces

Batteries: 2 CR123A Sensor Suite: IR Proximity Sensor

Trigger weight at 
Break:

approx 7.5 pounds Sights: Adjustable/remov-
able

Trigger Magnet: Disc, 0.138” Thick, 
0.118” Diameter


